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Background: The novel sugar transporter and membrane protein SLC50A1 has been identified 

as a potential candidate biomarker for breast cancer; however, its potential as a serum biomarker 

for breast cancer detection and prognosis is unclear. The aim of this study was to investigate 

the serum expression profile of SLC50A1 and to determine its diagnostic and prognostic sig-

nificance in breast cancer.

Materials and methods: Bioinformatics analysis was conducted, and data for SLC50A1 

expression in human breast cancer were collected. Semi-quantitative real-time PCR and ELISA 

were performed to compare SLC50A1 expression in several breast cancer cell lines, one paired 

tissue cohort (n=20) and two independent cohorts of human breast cancer patients (n=85) and 

healthy individuals (n=30). The results were analyzed statistically, and associations between 

clinicopathological and survival data were evaluated by multivariate Cox regression analysis.

Results: SLC50A1 was confirmed as a candidate breast cancer gene by bioinformatics analysis. 

SLC50A1 mRNA expression levels were significantly upregulated in breast cancer (P<0.001). 

Serum SLC50A1 levels were able to discriminate between women with breast cancer and 

healthy women with a sensitivity of 75.3% and a specificity of 100.0% (P<0.001; area under the 

curve=0.915). Interestingly, SLC50A1 protein expression was associated with estrogen receptor 

(P=0.016) and HER2 status (P=0.037). Furthermore, SLC50A1 levels were positively related 

to unfavorable 3-year outcomes in patients with high-grade breast cancer (HR =1.823, P=0.01), 

indicating its potential use as an independent prognostic factor.

Conclusion: SLC50A1 can be used as a serum-based diagnostic and prognostic biomarker in 

breast cancer. However, further studies are needed to clarify its potential role as a therapeutic 

target.
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Introduction
Breast cancer is one of the most common malignancies in women in China and the 

leading cause of mortality in western countries.1,2 Although biomarkers may provide 

an effective tool for diagnostic screening and therapeutic targeting in breast cancer, 

few biomarkers have yet been validated for clinical application.3 The limitations of 

mammography, ultrasound, and magnetic resonance imaging indicate the need for 

additional, minimally invasive tests.4 Measurement of serum biomarkers constitutes 

a promising tool for detecting and monitoring breast cancer. However, mucin 1 and 

carcinoembryonic antigen levels are currently the only circulating biomarkers recom-

mended as supplementary tests for monitoring patients with metastatic breast cancer.3 
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New serum biomarkers for screening and predicting progno-

sis are therefore needed to improve the treatment of patients 

with breast cancer.

Sugars are the main source of energy and cells employ 

numerous transporter proteins to introduce sugars through 

the plasma membrane. Cancer cells display enhanced sugar 

uptake and consumption, and sugar transporters have been 

shown to be deregulated in cancer cells, leading to increased 

sugar accumulation.5 Three classes of eukaryotic sugar 

transporters have been characterized to date, including 

glucose transporters (GLUTs), sodium–glucose symporters 

(SGLTs), and a new class of sugar transporters (SWEETs). 

For example, overexpression of GLUT1 was identified as 

a prognostic indicator for cancer,6 while GLUT3 has been 

shown to activate oncogenic signaling pathways, including 

EGFR, MEK, and AKT, leading to loss of tissue polarity and 

increased growth in non-malignant breast cells.7 Understand-

ing sugar transport also has important therapeutic implica-

tions, such as in limiting access of cancer cells to sugars.8

The new SWEET class of glucose uniporters, SLC50, 

is represented by a single member in the human genome, 

SLC50A1 (RAG1AP1).9 Analysis of a data set including 730 

breast cancer and 82 adjacent normal samples identified new 

biomarker candidates for breast cancer development (PTF1A, 

RABIF, RAG1AP1, TIMM17A, and LOC148145) and pro-

gression (SERPINE3 and ZNF706).10 However, the value of 

serum SLC50A1 for predicting the diagnosis and prognosis 

of breast cancer is unclear. In this study, we measured serum 

SLC50A1 levels in patients with breast cancer and normal 

controls by ELISA and speculated that serum SLC50A1 

might be a useful diagnostic and prognostic biomarker in 

breast cancer patients.

Materials and methods
Cell lines and clinical specimens
Breast cancer cell lines (BT-549, MDA-MB-231, MDA-

MB-468, MCF7, T-47D, and SK-BR-3) were obtained from 

American Type Culture Collection (The Global Bioresource 

Center, ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) and were maintained 

as described previously.11 Twenty paired breast cancer and 

normal adjacent tissues were obtained from patients who 

underwent surgery at the Department of Breast Surgery, 

the Affiliated Hospital of Southwest Medical University. 

All participants provided written informed consent, and the 

study was approved by the ethics committee of the Affili-

ated Hospital of Southwest Medical University (approval 

no KY2014-037) and was conducted in accordance with the 

principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. After resection, the 

material was immediately snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen. The 

patients’ characteristics are shown in Table S1.

serum samples
Serum samples from breast cancer patients (n=85) and 

cancer-free healthy individuals (n=30) were obtained from the 

Department of Breast Surgery and the Department of Health 

Management of the Affiliated Hospital of Southwest Medical 

University. All individuals gave written informed consent for 

the retention and analysis of the samples, and the study was 

approved by the ethics committees of the Affiliated Hospital 

of Southwest Medical University (approval no KY2014-037). 

Peripheral blood was drawn immediately after a definitive 

diagnosis and before receiving any treatment. The obtained 

blood samples (5 mL per patient) were centrifuged at 600× 

g for 5 minutes at room temperature, and the isolated serum 

(2–3 mL) was aliquoted (1–1.5 mL) and stored at –80°C 

until use. Clinicopathological variables in the breast cancer 

patients are summarized in Table S2.

Bioinformatics analysis
Because of the importance of cell membrane proteins as 

therapeutic targets, we screened for potential novel mem-

brane proteins as breast cancer biomarkers using Oncomine 

(https://www.oncomine.org/)12 and Genecard (https://www.

genecards.org/).13 Based on the GEO dataset (GSE7904 and 

GSE21422), SLC50A1 mRNA levels were confirmed to be 

increased in breast cancer compared with normal tissues. 

Furthermore, we analyzed the possible relationship between 

SLC50A1 and clinical parameters of breast cancer using the 

analytical tool, GOBO (http://co.bmc.lu.se/gobo/).14

Rna extraction and reverse 
transcription-PCR (RT-PCR)
Total RNA was isolated from cell lines and cryopreserved 

specimens (20–30 mm3 each) using the standard TRIzol 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) procedure 

for RNA extraction. Extracted RNA was quantified using 

a NanoDrop ND2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). The 260/280 nm ratio was generally between 

1.6 and 1.9. cDNA was subsequently synthesized using 1 µg 

of total RNA with a reverse transcription system (Promega 

Corporation, Fitchburg, WI, USA) and stored at –20°C until 

use. Semi-quantitative RT-PCR was performed using cell 

lines, as described previously.15 RT products were amplified 

using Go-Taq® (Promega Corporation), with 32 cycles for 

SLC50A1 and 23 cycles for glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (GAPDH).
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semi-quantitative real-time PCR
Semi-quantitative real-time PCR was carried out using clini-

cal tissues, with SYBR® Green Master Mix (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) and a 7500 Real-Time PCR System (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific), as described previously.16 Gene-specific 

primer sets for SLC50A1 and the reference β-actin gene 

were designed using the NCBI Primer-Blast Tool (https://

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/). All reactions 

were performed in triplicate, including negative controls 

without cDNA. The specificity of the products was confirmed 

by determining their size on agarose gels and by melting 

curve analysis. The obtained data were analyzed using the 

comparative Ct (threshold cycle) method, and relative target 

gene expression was calculated by 2−ΔΔCt.17 Reaction condi-

tions, primer sequences, and lengths of the products are 

listed in Table S3.

elisa
Serum levels of SLC50A1 protein were assessed quanti-

tatively using commercially available ELISA kits (Human 

SLC50A1 ELISA Kit; AndyGene Biotechnology Co., Ltd., 

Beijing, China), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Final SLC50A1 serum concentrations were obtained based 

on the dilution of samples that corresponded to the linear 

portion of the standard curve. The locations of patient and 

control serum samples on the ELISA plate were randomized 

to eliminate plate bias.

statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS 13.0 (SPSS 

Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and GraphPad Prism 5.0 (Graph-

Pad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). Differences were 

considered significant if the two-sided P value was<0.05. 

Differences between two groups were compared using the 

non-parametric Mann–Whitney U-test, and clinicopatho-

logical parameters were correlated with SLC50A1 protein 

expression using Fisher’s exact test. Receiver operating 

characteristic (ROC) curves were calculated to evaluate 

the diagnostic performance of SLC50A1, and its prog-

nostic value was analyzed by univariate Kaplan–Meier 

survival analysis. The independent prognostic value of 

SLC50A1 protein expression was determined by mul-

tivariate Cox regression analysis including only those 

prognostic factors that showed statistical significance 

in univariate tests. Data on prognostic significance are 

available from The Human Protein Atlas (https://www.

proteinatlas.org/).18

Results
slC50a1 mRna expression was 
increased in breast cancer compared 
with adjacent normal tissues
Bioinformatics analysis identified SLC50A1 as a candidate 

gene encoding a potential therapeutic target and biomarker 

in breast cancer. We compared microarray data for mRNA 

expression in invasive breast cancer and normal tissues 

based on Oncomine and identified overexpressed candi-

date genes including RAG1AP1 (also known as SLC50A1) 

( Figure 1A and B). SLC50A1 was confirmed to be localized 

to the plasma membrane, Golgi apparatus, and nucleus, 

using Genecard (Figure 1C). mRNA expression levels of 

SLC50A1 were upregulated in breast cancer compared with 

normal controls, according to GEO dataset (GSE7904 and 

GSE21422) (P<0.001 and P=0.001, respectively) (Figure 2A 

and B). Furthermore, GOBO online analysis indicated that 

SLC50A1 expression was positively related to histological 

grade and estrogen receptor (ER) status (Figure 2C).

We initially assessed SLC50A1 expression by semi-quan-

titative real-time PCR analysis of 20 paired breast cancer and 

adjacent normal breast tissues. The cohort characteristics of 

the analyzed patients are shown in Table S1. We verified that 

SLC50A1 expression was increased in primary breast cancer 

samples compared with adjacent normal tissues (median fold 

change: 1.8) (non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test, 

P<0.001) (Figure 3A). There was no significant (P>0.05) 

difference in SLC50A1 mRNA expression levels according to 

tumors classified by subtype (“luminal”, “HER2-enriched”, 

or “triple-negative” breast cancer,19 molecular subtype, or 

other parameters, according to Fisher’s exact test; Table S4). 

Furthermore, detection of SLC50A1 mRNA expression in 

breast cancer cell lines by RT-PCR showed that SLC50A1 

was expressed in several cell lines (Figure 3B).

slC50a1 may be a potential serum 
biomarker for breast cancer detection
We determined serum SLC50A1 protein levels in an age-

matched cohort of 85 breast cancer patients and 30 healthy 

individuals by ELISA. The patients’ characteristics are 

shown in Table S2. Serum SLC50A1 levels were signifi-

cantly increased in breast cancer (median: 56.018 ng/mL) 

compared with control serum samples (median: 25.894 ng/

mL) (P<0.001, median fold change: 2.2) (Figure 3C). ROC 

statistics were used to clarify the clinical performance of 

serum as a potential diagnostic biomarker for breast can-
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cer. Serum SLC50A1 could discriminate between women 

with breast cancer and healthy women, with an optimal 

cutoff value of 39.679 ng/mL, a sensitivity of 75.3%, and a 

specificity of 100.0% (P<0.001; area under the curve: 0.915; 

95% CI, 0.865–0.965) (Figure 3D). We further analyzed the 

associations between clinicopathological parameters and 

serum SLC50A1 levels using the Mann–Whitney U-test 

and demonstrated that ER and HER2 status were positively 

associated with serum SLC50A1 protein levels in serum 

(P=0.016 and 0.037, respectively) (Table 1).

serum slC50a1 protein level predicted 
tumor-specific survival in breast cancer 
patients
Based on The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) data and opti-

mal cutoff value, the 5-year survival rate was significantly 

lower in breast cancer patients (n=220) with high expression 

of SLC50A1 mRNA compared with those with lower expres-

sion (n=855) (https://www.proteinatlas.org/) (Figure 4A). The 

prognostic impact of SLC50A1 in breast cancer has not yet 

been investigated. In view of the potential of serum SLC50A1 

as a biomarker in breast cancer, we subsequently assessed if 

it was increased in serum samples from breast cancer patients 

with relatively short survival. We analyzed the impact of 

SLC50A1 protein expression on patient outcome in the 85 

patients with available serum samples. There was no signifi-

cant association (P=0.173) between SLC50A1 expression and 

3-year tumor-specific survival (Figure 4B). After subgroup 

analysis, SLC50A1 was identified as a significant (P=0.004) 

prognostic factor in high-grade (G3) tumors (Figure 4C and 

Table 2) but not in low- (G1) or intermediate-grade (G2) 

cases (Figure 4D). Patients with high-grade tumors and high 

SLC50A1 serum protein levels had unfavorable outcomes 

(mean 3-year tumor-specific survival: 26.27 months ±1.94; 

Figure 1 screening for slC50a1 in breast cancer and its subcellular localization.
Notes: (A) The RAG1AP1 (SLC50A1) was one of the candidates upregulated in invasive breast cancer microarray mRna data by using Oncomine; (B) the mRna expression 
of RAG1AP1 (SLC50A1) in eleven compared analyses. Legend: based on data from several articles and The Cancer genome atlas breast data; red: overexpression; blue: 
underexpression. (C) The predicted subcellular locations of SLC50A1 (genecard). Confidence: 5-plasma membrane, 5-golgi apparatus, and 3-nucleus.
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95% CI: 22.48–30.06) compared with patients with low 

SLC50A1 levels (mean 3-year tumor-specific survival: 33.88 

months ±1.19; 95% CI: 31.55–36.22). We validated the rela-

tionship between SLC50A1 protein expression and patient 

survival by Cox’s multivariate analysis, including only those 

variables that were significant in univariate analysis (Table 3). 

The Cox regression model confirmed that SLC50A1 was a 

putative independent marker of unfavorable prognosis in 

patients with high-grade breast tumors (multivariate HR: 

1.823, 95% CI: 1.559–24.567, P=0.01).

Discussion
Increasing numbers of membrane-associated proteins specific 

to cancer cells are being discovered and are of particular 

interest because of their display of potential antibody targets. 

These membrane proteins include potential biomarkers for 

cancer diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment.20 For example, 

the development of the anti-HER2 class of drugs initially rep-

resented by trastuzumab, followed by lapatinib, pertuzumab, 

and T-DM1, has dramatically improved the outcomes of 

Figure 2 Bioinformatics analysis for candidate SLC50A1 in breast cancer.
Notes: (A) The expression of SLC50A1 mRna was upregulated in breast cancer (n=43) compared with normal controls (n=19) (P<0.001) in gse dataset (#gse7904); (B) 
the upregulated SLC50A1 mRna was seen in ductal carcinoma in situ and invasive ductal carcinoma (n=14) compared with healthy breast (n=5) (P=0.001, <0.01) in gse 
dataset (#gse21422). (C) The SLC50A1 was positively associated with histological grade (g1–g3) and estrogen receptor and was upregulated in all molecular subtypes of 
breast cancer (luma, lumB, heR2-enriched, and Basal) compared with normal-like from an analysis of gOBO.
Abbreviations: BrCa, breast cancer; nC, normal control.
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breast cancer patients.21 However, HER2 gene amplification 

is only detectable in 20%–25% of the cases.22

A previous study uncovered several new candidate 

biomarkers for breast cancer development and progression, 

including SLC50A1 (RAG1AP1), based on the probabilistic 

integration of cancer genomics data for combined evaluation 

of RNA-seq gene expression and 450 k array DNA methyla-

tion measurements of promoters and gene bodies.10 In this 

study, bioinformatics screening showed that SLC50A1 mRNA 

was overexpressed in a breast cancer microarray and that 

SLC50A1 was mainly localized to the plasma membrane. 

Moreover, the extracellular domain of HER-2 is known to be 

cleaved and shed into the circulation, where it can be mea-

sured in serum.23 Although the SWEETs are predicted to have 

an extracellular N-terminus and a cytosolic C-terminus, it was 

unclear if SLC50A1 had an extracellular domain similar to 

HER-2 that could be detected in serum.8 However, we showed 

that SLC50A1 protein levels were upregulated in serum 

from breast cancer patients. Because this study involved 

several independent cohorts, we were unfortunately unable to 
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examine the association between tissue and serum levels of 

SLC50A1. However, serum SLC50A1 protein level showed 

an unexpectedly high specificity (100%) but relatively low 

sensitivity (75%) for distinguishing between women with 

and without breast cancer in this study. These results suggest 

that SLC50A1 may represent a novel serum-based biomarker 

for diagnosing breast cancer; however, further multicenter 

studies with large sample sizes are needed to investigate the 

factors affecting serum-based detection. Moreover, SLC50A1 

is potentially detectable in other tumors owing to the fact that 

its expression is basically not conclusive for breast cancer 

but could be utilized in addition to other markers.

Furthermore, we demonstrated associations between 

serum SLC50A1 and HER2 and ER after stratification of 

the clinicopathological parameters of breast cancer. This 

was in line with the results of GOBO analysis. Data from 

breast cancer cell lines with amplification of the synthetic 

lethality (SL) partner gene SLC50A1 of ABL1 showed that 

significantly lower drug concentrations were required for 

50% cell growth inhibition compared with wild-type cells 

for ABL1-targeted bosutinib.24 Wang et al24 suggested that 

the alteration status of SLC50A1 should be taken into account 

when considering using bosutinib for breast cancer, because 

of its potential influence on the therapeutic effect. We thus 

speculate that overexpression of SLC50A1 may be related to 

the effects of HER2- and ER-targeted therapies in HER2- 

and ER-positive breast cancer patients. The underlying 

mechanism of drug sensitivity in HER2- and ER-positive 

breast cancer cell lines in relation to SLC50A1 amplification 

deserves further investigation.

This study also investigated the putative prognostic rel-

evance of SLC50A1 in breast cancer. Although the TCGA 

Figure 3 evaluation of the diagnostic role of biomarker slC50a1 in breast cancer.
Notes: (A) increased SLC50A1 mRna in primary breast cancer compared to adjacent normal tissues by semi-quantitative real-time PCR (n=20) (P<0.001). (B) The SLC50A1 
mRna was expressed in several breast cancer cell lines by RT-PCR. internal reference: gaPDh. (C) increased slC50a1 serum protein level in breast cancer patients (n=85) 
compared with normal control from healthy donors (n=30) (P<0.001). (D) ROC curve analysis for slC50a1. 
Abbreviations: aUC, area under the curve; BrCa, breast cancer; nC, normal control; ROC, receiver operating characteristic; RT-PCR, reverse transcription PCR.
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data supported a relationship between high SLC50A1 expres-

sion and low survival rate in breast cancer patients, our results 

failed to support the TCGA analysis. However, univariate 

analysis demonstrated that patients with high-grade tumors 

and high SLC50A1 protein expression had significantly 

lower 3-year tumor-specific survival than those with low 

and intermediate expression levels. Cox regression analysis 

confirmed SLC50A1 as a potential independent biomarker 

of unfavorable prognosis in patients with G3 breast cancer. 

To the best of our knowledge, there have been no previous 

reports of the prognostic value of SLC50A1 in human can-

cer, although other eukaryotic sugar transporters have been 

characterized. For example, GLUT1 has been indicated to 

be a prognostic indicator for human cancer.6

Table 1 Clinicopathological parameters in relation to serum 
slC50a1 protein expression in breast cancer patients

Parameters na SLC50A1  
expression  
(ng/mL)  
(mean ± SEM)

P-valueb

Total 85 – –
age, years   0.545

≤57.9 38 57.50±3.16  

>57.9 47 54.82±2.87  
histological gradec   0.582

g1–2 46 54.78±2.75  
g3 39 57.48±3.30  

lymph node statusd   0.523
pn0 45 57.38±2.83  
pn1–3 40 54.49±3.19  

Distant metastasisd   0.830
pM0 67 55.68±2.38  
pM1 18 57.38±4.79  

TnM staged   0.668
i–ii 52 56.75±2.71  
iii–iV 33 54.87±3.42  

estrogen receptor status   0.016
negative (iRse 0–2) 39 50.48±3.09  
Positive (iRse 3–12) 46 60.72±2.75  

Progesterone receptor status   0.058
negative (iRse 0–2) 41 51.72±2.73  
Positive (iRse 3–12) 44 60.02±3.11  

heR2 statusf   0.037
negative 56 53.20±2.83  
Positive 29 61.45±2.71  

Notes: aFemale patients with primary, unilateral breast cancer were included. 
bnon-parametric Mann–Whitney U-test. caccording to Bloom and Richardson and 
modified by Elston and Ellis.27 dAccording to UICC TNM classification in breast 
cancer.28 eiRs according to Remmele and stegner.29 fOverexpression of the ERBB2 
gene (her-2/neu) was diagnosed to the threshold of the DaKO score system based 
on the ihC assay. Uncertain cases were additionally validated by the Fish assay. 
Significant P-values are marked in bold face.
Abbreviations: FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; IHC, immunohistochemistry; 
iRs, immunoreactive score.

Table 2 Univariate analysis of clinicopathological parameters in 
relation to tumor-specific survival in Gradea 3 breast cancer

Parameters Tumor-specific survival

nb Events P-valuec

slC50a1 protein leveld   0.004
slC50a1high 20 12  
slC50a1low 19 3  

age, years   0.452
≤57.9 18 8  

>57.9 21 7  
lymph node statuse   0.671

pn0 20 7  
pn1–3 19 8  

Distant metastasise   <0.001
pM0 31 8  
pM1 8 7  

TnM stagee   0.005
i–ii 21 5  
iii–iV 18 10  

estrogen receptor status   0.345
negative (iRsf 0–2) 14 4  
Positive (iRsf 3–12) 25 11  

Progesterone receptor status   0.046
negative (iRsf 0–2) 17 4  
Positive (iRsf 3–12) 22 11  

heR2 statusg   0.541
negative 26 9  
Positive 13 6  

Notes: aAccording to Bloom and Richardson and modified by Elston and Ellis.27 
bFemale patients with primary, unilateral breast cancer and follow-up of 3 years 
were included. clog-rank test. dslC50a1 high expression: >median primary breast 
cancer expression. eAccording to UICC TNM classification in breast cancer.28 fiRs 
according to Remmele and stegner.29 gOverexpression of the ERBB2 gene (her-2/
neu) was diagnosed to the threshold of the DaKO score system based on the 
IHC assay. Uncertain cases were additionally validated by the FISH assay. Significant 
P-values are marked in bold face.
Abbreviations: FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; IHC, 
immunohistochemistry; iRs, immunoreactive score.

Table 3 Multivariate Cox regression analysis including factors 
potentially associating tumor-specific survival in Gradea 3 breast 
cancer

Parameters HR P-value 95% CI

Lower Upper

slC50a1 protein levelb  0.010   
slC50a1low 1.000    
slC50a1high 1.823  1.559 24.567

Distant metastasisc  0.061   
pM0 1.000    
pM1 1.384  0.937 16.989

TnM stagec  0.227   
 i–ii 1.000    
 iii–iV 0.907  0.568 10.792

Progesterone receptor status  0.244   
negative (iRsd 0–2) 1.000    
Positive (iRsd 3–12) 0.720  0.612 6.897

Notes: aAccording to Bloom and Richardson and modified by Elston and Ellis.27 
bslC50a1 high expression: > median primary breast cancer expression. caccording 
to UICC TNM classification in breast cancer.28 diRs according to Remmele and 
stegner.29 Significant P-value was marked in bold face.
Abbreviation: iRs, immunoreactive score.
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The SWEETs represent a recently discovered class of 

sugar transporters that mediate glucose uptake in the intestine 

and mammary glands. SWEET1 reduced glucose absorption 

in goat mammary gland epithelial cells in line with increasing 

expression of GLUT1, GLUT4, and GLUT12, possibly due 

to a glucose efflux,25 and human SWEET1 may also supply 

glucose for lactose synthesis in mammary glands.9 However, 

the transport mechanism of SWEETs has not yet been char-

acterized, and although the current data are compatible with 

uniport/facilitated diffusion,26 more complex mechanisms 

may be responsible and the possibility that SWEETs are 

cotransporters cannot be excluded.

Conclusion
This study proposed a potential pro-oncogenic impact of 

SLC50A1 in human breast cancer, at least in poorly differ-

entiated breast cancer. However, studies of the function and 

molecular mechanisms of SLC50A1 in human cancer are 

currently lacking, and further detailed research is urgently 

needed to uncover its biologic role in breast cancer. Moreover, 

we demonstrated that SLC50A1 was detectable by ELISA 

at significantly elevated levels in serum from breast cancer 

patients compared with age-matched healthy women. These 

data thus provide the first evidence for the potential usability 

of SLC50A1 as a biomarker for the non-invasive detection 

Figure 4 Increased serum SLC50A1 protein level was associated with poor 3-year tumor-specific survival in G3 breast cancer.
Notes: (A) The 5-year survival rate of breast cancer patients (n=220) with high SLC50A1 mRna (75%) was poorer than patients (n=855) with low expression (84%) 
(P<0.001). Univariate Kaplan–Meier survival curves displaying 3-year tumor-specific survival of patients with low SLC50A1 expression (green line) in relation to high 
expression (blue line) in (B) all, (C) grade 3, and (D) grades 1 and 2 breast cancer cases.
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and prognostic prediction of human breast cancer. Further 

studies are warranted to determine the direct and/or indirect 

role of SLC50A1 in the sugar transport mechanism and other 

functional signaling pathways.
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Table S1 Clinicopathological parameters of 20 breast cancer and paired adjacent normal tissues analyzed in this study

Parameters Category na %

age, years Median 55.4 (range: 30–79)   
 <55.5 9 45.0
 ≥55.5 11 55.0
histological gradeb    
 g1–2 14 70.0
 g3 6 30.0
lymph node statusc    
 pn0 15 75.0
 pn1–3 5 25.0
Distant metastasisc    
 pM0 18 90.0
 pM1 2 10.0
TnM stagec    
 i–ii 17 85.0
 iii–iV 3 15.0
estrogen receptor status    
 negative (iRsd 0–2) 6 30.0
 Positive (iRsd 3–12) 14 70.0
Progesterone receptor status    
 negative (iRsd 0–2) 5 25.0
 Positive (iRsd 3–12) 15 75.0
heR2 statuse    
 negative 16 80.0
 Positive 4 20.0

Notes: aFemale patients with primary, unilateral breast cancer were included. bAccording to Bloom and Richardson and modified by Elston and Ellis.1 caccording to UiCC 
TNM classification in breast cancer.2 diRs according to Remmele and stegner.3 eOverexpression of the ERBB2 gene (her-2/neu) was diagnosed to the threshold of the DaKO 
score system based on the ihC assay. Uncertain cases were additionally validated by the Fish assay.
Abbreviations: FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; IHC, immunohistochemistry; IRS, immunoreactive score.

Table S2 Clinicopathological parameters of 85 breast cancer serum samples analyzed for slC50a1 protein level

Parameters Category na %

age, years Median 57.9 (range 29–81)   
 ≤57.9 38 44.7
 >57.9 47 55.3
histological gradeb    
 g1–2 46 54.1
 g3 39 45.9
lymph node statusc    
 pn0 45 52.9
 pn1–3 40 47.1
Distant metastasisc    
 pM0 67 78.8
 pM1 18 21.2
TnM stagec    
 i–ii 52 61.2
 iii–iV 33 38.8
estrogen receptor status    
 negative (iRsd 0–2) 39 45.9
 Positive (iRsd 3–12) 46 54.1
Progesterone receptor status    
 negative (iRsd 0–2) 41 48.2
 Positive (iRsd 3–12) 44 51.8

(Continued)
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Parameters Category na %
heR2 statuse    
 negative 56 65.9
 Positive 29 34.1

Notes: aFemale patients with primary, unilateral breast cancer were included. bAccording to Bloom and Richardson and modified by Elston and Ellis.1 caccording to UiCC 
TNM classification in breast cancer.2 diRs according to Remmele and stegner.3 eOverexpression of the ERBB2 gene (her-2/neu) was diagnosed to the threshold of the DaKO 
score system based on the ihC assay. Uncertain cases were additionally validated by the Fish assay.
Abbreviations: FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; IHC, immunohistochemistry; IRS, immunoreactive score.

Table S3 list of primers used in this study

PCR Primers Sequence (5¢–3¢) Product  
size (bp)

PCR 
cycles

Annealing 
temperature (°C)

RT-PCR SLC50A1-F TaTggggCTTTgaagggag 324 32 55
 SLC50A1-R agCaaTggTgagTgggTagg    
 GAPDH-F CCagCaagagCaCaagaggaa 114 23 55
 GAPDH-R ggTCTaCaTggCaaCTCaagg    
Real-time-PCR SLC50A1-F TCaCCCTTggCaTgTTCTCC 103 40 60
 SLC50A1-R aCTTCCgTggTgagaaaggg    
 β-actin-F CCTgTggCaTCCaCgaaaCT 314 40 60
 β-actin-R gaagCaTTTgCggTggaCgaT    

Abbreviation: RT-PCR, reverse transcription PCR.

Table S4 Clinicopathological parameters in relation to SLC50A1 mRna expressiona

Parameters nb SLC50A1 high, 
n (%)

SLC50A1 low,  
n (%)

P-valuec

Total 20 11(55.0) 9 (45.0) –
age, years    0.653

<55.5 9 4 (44.4) 5 (55.6)  

≥55.5 11 7 (63.6) 4 (36.4)  
histological graded    0.336

g1-2 14 9 (64.3) 5 (35.7)  
g3 6 2 (33.3) 4 (66.7)  

lymph node statuse    0.319
pn0 15 7 (46.7) 8 (53.3)  
pn1-3 5 4 (80.0) 1 (20.0)  

Distant metastasise    1.000
pM0 18 9 (50.0) 9 (50.0)  
pM1 2 1 (50.0) 1 (50.0)  

TnM stagee    1.000
i–ii 17 8 (50.9) 9 (49.1)  
iii–iV 3 2 (66.7) 1 (33.3)  

estrogen receptor status    1.000
negative (iRsf 0–2) 6 3 (50.0) 3 (50.0)  
Positive (iRsf 3–12) 14 8 (57.1) 6 (42.9)  

Progesterone receptor status    0.319
negative (iRsf 0–2) 5 4 (80.0) 1 (20.0)  
Positive (iRsf 3–12) 15 7 (46.7) 8 (53.3)  

heR2 statusg    0.591
negative 16 8 (50.0) 8 (50.0)  
Positive 4 3 (75.0) 1 (25.0)  

Notes: aSLC50A1 high expression: > median primary breast cancer expression. bFemale patients with primary, unilateral breast cancer were included. cFisher’s exact test. 
dAccording to Bloom and Richardson and modified by Elston and Ellis.1 eAccording to UICC TNM classification in breast cancer.2 fiRs according to Remmele and stegner.3 
gOverexpression of the ERBB2 gene (her-2/neu) was diagnosed to the threshold of the DaKO score system based on the ihC assay. Uncertain cases were additionally 
validated by the Fish assay.
Abbreviations: FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; IHC, immunohistochemistry; IRS, immunoreactive score.

Table S2 (Continued)
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